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Privacy
 The information presented and discussed in the seminar
is not intended as legal advice or an opinion on the
merits or questions raised by a participant, and is only
intended for educational purposes.
 Due to the nature of information protected under the
Personal Information Protection Act, and the
confidentiality of each participant and their strata
corporation, answers to strata corporation specific
questions cannot be given during the seminar.
 Participants are advised to seek legal counsel
independently regarding the specific nature of a bylaw,
bylaw enforcement, interpretation of legislation, or
matters relating to contractual relationships.
 Participants are requested to respect the privacy of those
persons attending and participating in the seminars.
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Overview
 Notice Requirements for general meetings
 Method of notice
 What is included with the notice for an Annual or
Special General Meeting
 Methods of conducting the meeting
 The definitions of voting and how voting is calculated
 Different Voting Methods
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Notice Requirements
 Section 45 – at least 2 weeks notice
 Strata Wind Up 80% vote at least 4 weeks notice
 Section 61 – Notice given by the strata corporation
deemed 4 days after left with an adult occupant, put
under the door, mailed, faxed or emailed
 The Interpretation Act – the date of issue and receipt
are added as delivery convenience
 14 days + 4 days + 2 Days = 20 days clear notice.
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What must be included
 Agenda : determined in the bylaws
 Proposed budget and financial statements required by
regulation 6.6 , 6.7 (AGM)
 Schedule of proposed fees for the next fiscal year
showing adjustments for increases and separate
contributions for operating and contingency (AGM)
 Report on Insurance: Insurance binder summary
provided by the broker (AGM)
 Proposed resolutions, and exact wording of ¾ vote,
80% vote and unanimous vote resolutions
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Notice Requirements
 Date of the meeting and location, either a physical or
electronic address that will be used for registration
 Time of registration and time the meeting is called to
order to address Section 48 or Bylaw Quorum
requirements
 Optional proxy Form

 Instructions on how registration and voting will be
conducted if the meeting is electronic
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Methods of conduct
 Physical location and in person meeting
 Electronic meeting permitted by the emergency orders
and enabled through a strata corporation’s bylaws
 Other than the method of participation, there are no differences
between a physical or electronic meeting. All provisions of the
Act and the bylaws of the corporation apply with respects to the
notice, registration and convening of the meeting.

 Waiver of notice of meeting Section 44: requires that all
eligible voters waiver in writing the holding of the
meeting and agree unanimously to all resolutions, the
approval of the annual budget and the acclamation of
the proposed strata council.
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The different types of Votes
 Definitions Section 1
 Majority Vote

 ¾ Vote
 80% Vote

 Unanimous Vote
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Voting : Definition Part 1
 A vote in favour of a resolution ……….. cast by eligible
voters who are present in person or by proxy at the time
the vote is taken and who have not abstained from
voting
 This prohibits absentee or advanced balloting
 It requires all eligible voters present in person or by
proxy must be registered, present and execute the votes
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Majority Vote
 A vote in favour of a resolution of more than half of the
votes cast by eligible voters who are present in person
or by proxy at the time the vote is taken and who have
not abstained from voting

 Example: 88 units registered, total 88 votes
 Budget approval: 41 in favour, 37 opposed, 10 Abs/NV
 41 + 37 = 78 , majority = 40, motion carried
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¾ Vote
 A vote in favour of a resolution by at least ¾ of the
votes cast by eligible voters who are present in person
or by proxy at the time the vote is taken and who have
not abstained from voting

 Example: 88 units registered, total 88 votes
 Bylaw Approval: 62 in favour, 22 opposed, 4 Abst
 63+21= 84 x ¾ = 63 Resolution Defeated
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80% Vote: Wind Up
 A vote in favour by at least 80% of the votes of all
eligible voters
 Schedule of Voting Entitlement Total = 114 Votes
 114 x 80% = 91.2 Votes, the minimum votes required

 Votes that abstain or do not register are technically not
in favour
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Unanimous Vote
 Means a vote in favour of a resolution by all the votes of
all the eligible voters
 Schedule of Voting Entitlement Total = 114 Votes
 114 votes in favour

 Votes that abstain or do not register are technically not
in favour
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Non residential Section Bylaws
 Section 197
 A section comprised of entirely non-residential strata lots
may adopt through the bylaws different voting
thresholds
 Frequent application to protect the collective interest of
non-residential section owners
 That voting threshold applies to non-residential sections
 Common examples are 2/3 votes for major decisions
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Calculating Voting
 Count all votes in favour and opposed
 Calculate the precise numbers
 Always refer to the registered schedule of voting
entitlement
 In the absence of a schedule of voting entitlement each
strata lot has 1 vote

 For electronic meetings, only use a polling method that
identifies who is voting to verify only registered eligible
voters in person or by proxy are voting
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Strata Lot

Unit Number

Voting
Entitlement

1

101

1.7

2

102

1.56

3

103

2.2

4

104

.65

5

105

.65

6

201

1

7

202

1
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Voting Standard Bylaw 27
• (1) At an annual or special general meeting, voting cards must
be issued to eligible voters.
– In person a physical voting card is issued at the meeting for each
eligible vote represented in person or by proxy. Any proxy holders must
be present and registered at the meeting and must exercise those
votes.
– At an electronic meeting, an eligible voter in person or by proxy is
registered and identified at the meeting as a virtual voting card where
their presence is indicated on the electronic meeting by SL/Unit #, their
name to cross reference their voting eligibility and the number of strata
lots they represent.
– If there are non-residential strata lots, they are identified by SL number
to enable the chairperson to cross reference the voting entitlement and
allocate the correct number of votes cast.
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Voting Standard Bylaw 27
• (2) At an annual or special general meeting a vote is decided
on a show of voting cards, unless an eligible voter requests a
precise count.
– Voting cards are traditionally raised and counted for in person meetings
and declared by the chairperson either passed or failed, unless a
precise count is requested.
– At an electronic meeting, a participant poll may be used, or visual
confirmation of each eligible voter is identified to determine the voting
outcome.
– In either scenario, the chairperson or scrutineer must be able to identify
who is voting to accredit, votes by non-residential units, and persons
holding proxies or multiple proxies, and to verify total voting numbers to
be able to declare the voting outcome.
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Voting Standard Bylaw 27
• (3) If a precise count is requested, the chair must decide
whether it will be by show of voting cards or by roll call, secret
ballot or some other method.
– Show of voting cards is a visual count
– Call of the roll is a verbal confirmation of each registered vote by the
owner or proxy holder how the vote is being cast
– Secret ballot requires an independent scrutineer receive the balloting
instructions, calculate the results and report the outcome to the
chairperson.
• In person meeting permit the corporation to issue a ballot that does not identify the
strata lot to those persons holding voting cards, the ballots are then cast in a privacy
setting such as a voting booth and placed in a ballot box.
• Electronic meetings require an independent scrutineer to receive and calculate the
votes to ensure the privacy of the balloting process is protected but to also verify the
only parties voting are eligible voters.
• Other methods may include an electronic polling system; however, this system must
enable the chairperson to verify the only votes cast are eligible voters, and non20
residential votes can be calculated

How do owners participate? How will owners vote?
• Issue notice in the routine method, mail, email, delivery
• An electronic information meeting at least a week before will enable
owners and proxy holders to communicate in advance, and owners
unable to participate to assign a proxy with their specific instructions.
The proxy may be general or restricted by the owner.
• Assign tasks before the meeting, identify who is managing
registration, chairing the meeting, conducting the voting, acting as a
scrutineer(s) and producing the minutes.
• Include a voting ballot/proxy with the notice of meeting which can be
used during the meeting when the owner or proxy holder registers.
This can also be used for voting at a designated time during the
meeting.
• Publish the instructions on voting in the notice package, as set out in
your bylaws. This enables owners to prepare for the meeting.
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What is a limited or restricted proxy?
• There is no provision in the Act for a meeting solely by
restricted proxy without owners attending unless all owners
consent to this method.
• When an owner issues a proxy, the owner is entitled to place
limitations or restrictions on the proxy. This is how the term
“restricted proxy” is established.
• If a proxy is restricted solely to the voting instructions, it may
not be used for amendments or other business unless
permitted
• The proxy is not a ballot or vote, it is an instruction to the
designated proxy holder, which may be a council member or
other designate, and must be exercised as a vote.
• The designate must be registered at the meeting and exercise
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the votes at the time the vote is taken

Voting
• There are several methods of voting permitted in
the Standard Bylaws
• Verify in any of your bylaw amendments if there
are any changes or variations
• Identify in your notice package if a secret ballot
may not be possible due to the nature of
electronic meetings; however, ballots an proxies
may be kept confidential by the scrutineer or
manager once the voting is calculated.
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For majority and 3/4 votes, the same definition
applies:
– Those who have voted for or against a resolution and who have
not abstained at the time the vote is taken.

When we vote options:
• A call of the roll may be conducted when a vote is taken. This
requires the chairperson to verbally ask each person and
proxy representative at the meeting how they vote. For,
against, or abstain.
• Owners may have been issued voting cards and proxies
which can be visually shown on screen and counted.
• An electronic response can be used on electronic voting
platforms if each voter can be identified
• A designated window is set for voting and eligible voters can
submit their votes at a designated time by email, or with a
ballot that was issued with the notice.
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What if the strata is mixed use?
• Important: if the strata is mixed use or
commercial, you must be able to identify voters
to allocate the correct voting entitlement to each
ballot or proxy.
• A voting card/ballot that is submitted in a voting
window will provide the evidence of how each
eligible voter and proxy was decided
• Secret Ballots are possible if the votes are cast
and counted by an elected, independent
scrutineer. The scrutineer only reports the
results and ballots and proxies are sealed.
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Nomination and Election of Council
• When the notice package is issued, the strata corporation
may include a list of nominated persons who are eligible for
election.
• Unless there is a method established in the bylaws for a
nominating process, nominations are open to every eligible
owner or potential council member permitted in your bylaws.
• Establish some method of adding additional council nominees
prior to the election of council.
– At an information/town hall meeting prior to the General Meeting
– At the General Meeting at the time the nomination and election of
council is on the agenda
Determine how the vote will be conducted. It may require a ballot process
to determine a majority vote for election.
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